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97 data providers have made 100% of their datasets visible.
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126,016,481 The median holding size is 85,259 records

The largest holding size is 29,292,387 records

The smallest holding size is 13 records

89,198,174 The median for visible holding size is 60,632 records

The largest visible holding size is 14,520,178 records

n = 126,016,481 n = 89,198,174

97,595 10,326

1,093,775,030 The data providers responded:

The 2015/2016 median for dataset downloads is 446.5
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On average, data providers make 91.3% of their holdings visible 

(the average proportion). The median proportion of a dataset that is 

visible is 100%, i.e. at least half of the data providers have made 

their datasets 100% visible.
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